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Abstract
An edge of a 6-connected graph is said to be 6-contractible if the contraction of the edge
results in a 6-connected graph. A contraction critically 6-connected graph is a 6-connected graph
with no 6-contractible edge. We prove that each contraction critically 6-connected graph G has
at least 17 |V (G)| vertices of degree 6.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we deal with 5nite undirected graphs with neither loops nor multiple
edges. For a graph G, let V (G) and E(G) denote the set of vertices of G and the set of
edges of G, respectively. For a vertex x∈V (G), we write NG(x) for the neighborhood
of x. Moreover, for a subset S ⊂ V (G), let NG(S) =
⋃
x∈S NG(x) − S. We denote the
degree of x∈V (G) by dG(x), namely dG(x) = |NG(x)|. We denote the set of vertices
of degree i by Vi(G). We denote the minimum degree of G by 	(G). A graph G is
said to be r-regular if dG(x)=r for any x∈V (G). Let Kn stand for the complete graph
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of order n. For two graphs G and H , let G ∪H stand for the union of G and H . We
denote mG the union of m copies of G. For a subset S of V (G), the subgraph induced
by S is denoted by G[S].
Let k be an integer such that k¿ 2 and let G be a k-connected graph. An edge e
of G is said to be k-contractible if the contraction of it results in a k-connected graph.
If G does not have a k-contractible edge, then G is said to be contraction critically
k-connected. A subset S ⊂ V (G) is said to be a cutset of G, if G−S is not connected.
A cutset S is said to be an i-cutset if |S|= i. The neighborhood of a vertex of degree
k of G is called a trivial cutset.
For a vertex x in V (G), let EG(x) denote the set of edges incident with x. If there is
no ambiguity, then we write simply E(x) for EG(x). For a cutset S of G, a non-empty
union of components of G − S is called fragment if G − S − A = ∅. A component
A of G − S is said to be trivial if |A| = 1. Let e be an edge of G which is not
k-contractible. Then there is a k-cutset S such that e∈E(S). A component of G− S is
said to be a component with respect to e. For a set of edges F ⊂ E(G), we say that
A is a component with respect to F if A is a component with respect to some e∈F .
A component A with respect to F is said to be minimum (resp. minimal) if |A|6 |B|
(resp. B ⊂ A) for any component B with respect to F other than A.
It is known that every 3-connected graph of order 5 or more contains a 3-contractible
edge [10].
The characterization of 4-contraction critical graphs was obtained by Fontet [4] and
independently by Martinov [8]. Namely they proved the following theorem.
Theorem A. If G is a 4-connected graph with no 4-contractible edge, then G is either
the square of a cycle or the line graph of a cyclically 4-edge-connected 3-regular
graph.
From Theorem A, we know that each 4-contraction critical graph is 4-regular and
each edge of it is contained in some trivial cutset.
Thomassen [9] stated that there exist in5nitely many k-connected k-regular graphs
which do not have a k-contractible edge for k¿ 4.
Egawa [3] proved the following minimum degree condition for a k-connected graph
to have a k-contractible edge.
Theorem B. Let k¿ 2 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected graph with 	(G)¿
5k=4	. Then G has a k-contractible edge, unless 26 k6 3 and G is isomorphic to
Kk+1.
Kriesell [5] extended Egawa’s Theorem and proved the following degree sum con-
dition for a k-connected graph to have a k-contractible edge.
Theorem C. Let k¿ 2 be an integer, and let G be a non-complete k-connected graph.
If dG(x) + dG(y)¿ 5k=2	 for any pair of distinct vertices x; y of G, then G has a
k-contractible edge.
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These theorems assure us that each contraction critically k-connected graph has a
vertex of degree k for k = 5; 6; 7. So we pose the following problem.
Problem. Let k be an integer such that 56 k6 7. Is there a constant ck such that
|Vk(G)|¿ ck |V (G)| holds for every contraction critically k-connected graph G?
Moreover, if there exists such a ck , determine the largest value of ck .
For contraction critically 5-connected graphs, we proved the following theorem and
as a corollary of it, we gave a lower bound of the constant c5 in the problem [2].
Theorem D. Let G be a 5-connected graph which does not have a 5-contractible edge.
Then each vertex of G is adjacent to at least one vertex of degree 5.
Theorem E. Let G be a 5-connected graph which does not have a 5-contractible edge.
Then G has at least 15 |V (G)| vertices of degree 5.
Since we constructed a contraction critically 5-connected graph G which has 513 |V (G)|
vertices of degree greater than 5, we can say that 156 c56
8
13 .
In this paper, we study the distribution of vertices of degree 6 in a contraction
critically 6-connected graph. There is a contraction critically 6-connected graph which
has a vertex adjacent to no vertex of degree 6. This means that the analogous result of
Theorem D does not hold for contraction critically 6-connected graphs. However we
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let G be a 6-connected graph which does not have a 6-contractible edge
and let H = G[V6(G)]. Let W (G) = {x∈V (G) |dG(x)¿ 7; NG(x) ∩ V6(G) = ∅}. For
each x∈W (G), there is a minimum component A with respect to E(x) such that
either (1) H [S ∩ V6(G)] ⊃ 2K2 or (2) W (G) ∩ S = {x} and H [S ∩ V6(G)] ⊃ K2 ∪ K1,
where S = NG(A).
As a direct consequence of this theorem, we get the following lower bound of the
number of vertices of degree 6 in a contraction critically 6-connected graph.
Theorem 2. Let G be a 6-connected graph which does not have a 6-contractible edge.
Then G has at least 17 |V (G)| vertices of degree 6.
To conclude this section we give in Example 1 below a contraction critically 6-
connected graph which has a vertex adjacent to no vertex of degree 6 and Example 2
provides in5nite families of graphs with half of their vertices of degree 6. Taking into
account this second example and Theorem 2, we can say that 176 c66
1
2 .
Example 1. The following G (see Fig. 1) is a contraction critically 6-connected graph
which has 15 vertices of degree 6, 12 vertices of degree 7 and a vertex of degree
12. The vertex of degree 12, x, is adjacent to no vertex of degree 6. We observe that
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Fig. 1.
each edge which is not incident with x is contained in some trivial 6-cutset. Moreover,
for each edge incident with x, there is a 6-cutset which contains it. For example,
{x; z; z′; w; y; y′} is a 6-cutset which contains xz and xz′. These observations assure us
that G is contraction critical.
To construct the next example, half vertices of which are of degree greater than 6,
we need the following local operation called “K3-attaching”.
Let H be a graph. Take a K3 such that V (H)∩V (K3) = ∅. Let V (K3) = {x0; x1; x2}.
Let S = {y0; y1; : : : ; y5} be a subset of V (H) such that |S|=6. We construct the graph
G by attaching K3 to H at S as follows.
V (G) = V (H) ∪ V (K3);
E(G) = E(H) ∪ E(K3) ∪ {xiyj | i = 0; 1; 2; and j = 2i; 2i + 1; 2i + 2; 2i + 3};
where the indices are taken modulo 6. We assume that the resulting graph
G is 6-connected. Then we observe that all edges in E(K3 ∪ S) are not
6-contractible.
Example 2. Let H be a 6-regular 6-edge-connected graph on h vertices. Let V (H) =
{x1; x2; : : : ; xh}. Let F be the line graph of H . For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, set Si = EH (xi).
Then Si is a subset of V (F) such that |Si| = 6. We attach K3 to F at Si for i =
1; 2; : : : ; h. Then the resulting graph G is a contraction critically 6-connected graph since
E(F) =
⋃h
i=1 E(Si). By the construction, we know that |V (G)|= |V (F)|+ h|V (K3)|=
6h and |V6(G)| = h|V (K3)| = 3h. Hence G has 12 |V (G)| vertices of degree greater
than 6.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we give some more de5nitions and preliminary results. Let G be a
graph. For a subset S and T of V (G), we denote EG(S; T ) the set of edges between
S and T . When there is no ambiguity, we write E(S) for E(G[S]). Let G and H be
graphs. Let G + H denote the join of G and H . We denote the cartesian product of
G and H by G × H . Let Cn stand for the cycle of order n. For a graph G, we write
|G| for |V (G)|. For a subgraphs A and B of a graph G, when there is no ambiguity,
we sometimes write simply A for V (A) and B for V (B). So NG(A) and A ∩ B mean
NG(V (A)) and V (A) ∩ V (B), respectively.
Let G be a k-connected graph and let e be an edge of G which is not k-contractible.
We denote the cardinality of a minimum component with respect to e by  (e) and we
set E(i)(G)= {e∈E(G) |  (e)= i}. Moreover, we set EL(G)= {e∈E(G) |  (e)¿ (k +
1)=2}. By the de5nition, xy∈E(1)(G) if and only if xy is contained in a trivial
cutset. Note that if G is a contraction critically 6-connected graph, then E(G) =
E(1)(G) ∪ E(2)(G) ∪ E(3)(G) ∪ EL(G) since (k + 1)=2 = 4. For a contraction criti-
cally 6-connected graph G, let W (G)={x∈V (G) |dG(x)¿ 7 and NG(x)∩V6(G)=∅}.
Namely, W (G) is the set of vertices of V (G)−V6(G) which are adjacent to no vertex of
degree 6.
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following Lemma 1 which can be derived from
the results due to Mader [6,7]. A proof of Lemma 1 is found in [1].
Lemma 1. Let G be a k-connected graph. If EL(G) has a nonempty subset E′ such
that a minimal component with respect to E′ has a vertex x with E(x)∩E′ = ∅, then
G has a k-contractible edge.
The following is an easy observation.
Lemma 2. Let G be a k-connected graph. Let S and A be disjoint subsets of V (G)
such that S ⊃ NG(A). Let T be a cutset of G and let B be a fragment of G − T . If
T ⊃ A and B− S = ∅, then |T |¿ k + |A| − |B ∩ S|.
Proof. Since S ⊃ NG(A) and T ⊃ A, we have (B ∩ S) ⊂ (B ∩ NG(A)). This together
with the fact that B − S = ∅ means that (T − A) ∪ (B ∩ S) is a cutset of G. Hence
|T | − |A|+ |B ∩ S|¿ k.
The following is an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.
Corollary 3. Let G be a 6-connected graph. Suppose that there is a 6-cutset S such
that G − S has a nontrivial component A. Let T be a cutset of G and let B be a
fragment of G − T . If T ⊃ A, then the followings hold:
(1) If |T |6 7, then B ∩ S = ∅.
(2) If T is a 6-cutset and |B ∩ S|= 1, then |B|= |B ∩ S|= 1.
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Lemma 4. Let G be a contraction critically 6-connected graph. Assume that W (G) =
∅ and let x∈W (G). Let A be a minimum component with respect to E(x). Then
|A|= 2.
Proof. Assume that |A| = 2. Since x∈W (G); |A|¿ 2. Hence |A|¿ 3. Since EL(G) =⋃
i¿4 E
(i), if |A|¿ 4, then E(x) ⊂ EL(G). Then, by Lemma 1, G has a 6-contractible
edge, which contradicts the choice of G. So we may assume that |A| = 3, say A =
{u; v; w}. Let S = NG(A) and let MA=G − (S ∪ A). Without loss of generality, we may
assume that xu∈E(G). Let T be a 6-cutset of G such that xu∈E(T ). Let B be a
fragment of G − T and let MB= G − (T ∪ B).
We show that T ⊃ A. Suppose to the contrary, T ⊃ A. Then either A ∩ B = ∅
or A ∩ MB = ∅. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A ∩ B = ∅. Since A
is a minimum component with respect to E(x); |(B ∩ S) ∪ (S ∩ T ) ∪ (T ∩ A)|¿ 7,
which implies that MA∩ MB= ∅. Since |(B∩ S)∪ (S ∩ T )∪ (T ∩ A)|¿ 7 and |A∩ B|¿ 1,
| MB|= | MB ∩ (S ∪ A)|= |S ∪ A| − |(B ∩ S) ∪ (S ∩ T ) ∪ (T ∩ A)| − |A ∩ B|6 1. Hence MB is
a trivial component which means that there is a vertex of degree 6 adjacent to x. This
contradicts the assumption x∈W (G), and the fact that T ⊃ A is shown.
Since |S| = 6 and |S ∩ T |¿ 1, either |S ∩ B|6 2 or |S ∩ MB|6 2. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that |S ∩ B|6 2. Since |A ∩ T |= |A|= 3; |( MA ∩ T ) ∪ (S ∩
T )|= |T | − |A∩T |6 6− 3=3. Hence |( MA∩T )∪ (S ∩T )∪ (S ∩B)|6 5, which implies
that MA∩ B= ∅. Hence |B|= |B∩ S|6 2. Since B is a component with respect to E(x),
this contradicts the choice of A and the proof of Lemma 4 is completed.
Let G be a contraction critically 6-connected graph. Assume that W (G) = ∅ and
take a vertex x in W (G). Let A be a minimum component with respect to E(x) and
let S = NG(A). Then Lemma 4 assures us that |A| = 2, say A = {u; v}. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that ux∈E(G). Let y be a vertex of S other than x.
Then we observe that yv∈E(G), since otherwise dG(v)=6 and xv∈E(G) which con-
tradicts the choice of x. Since G has no contractible edge, for any y∈ S − {x} there
is a 6-cutset Ry which contains both y and v. In this situation, if |Ry ∩ S|6 2 for any
y∈ S−{x}, A is said to be an admissible minimum component with respect to E(x). In
the rest of this section, we will show that there is an admissible minimum component
with respect to E(x) for each x∈W (G). We begin with the following quite useful
observation.
Lemma 5. Let G be a contraction critically 6-connected graph and suppose that
x∈W (G). Let A={u; v} be a minimum component with respect to E(x). Let S=NG(A)
and let y be a vertex in S other than x. Let T and Ry be 6-cutsets of G such that
xu∈E(T ) and yv∈E(Ry). Let B be a fragment of G − T and let Cy be a fragment
of G − Ry. Then
(1) T ⊃ A,
(2) Ry ⊃ A,
(3) |B ∩ S|¿ 2 and |T ∩ S|6 2,
(4) Cy ∩ S = ∅.
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Proof. Let MB= G − T ∪ B and let MCy = G − Ry ∪ Cy.
(1) Assume that T ⊃ A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A∩B={v}
and A∩ MB= ∅ since A= {u; v}. Since A is minimum, |(B∩ S)∪ (S ∩ T )∪ (T ∩A)|¿ 7,
which implies that MA ∩ MB = ∅. Again the fact that |(B ∩ S) ∪ (S ∩ T ) ∪ (T ∩ A)|¿ 7
together with the fact that |T ∩A|=1 means that |(B∩S)∪ (S ∩T )|=6, which implies
that MB ∩ S = ∅. Hence MB= ∅, a contradiction.
(2) Assume that Ry ⊃ A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A ∩
Cy = {u} and A ∩ MCy = ∅. Since x∈W (G) and xu∈E(G), dG(u)¿ 7. Hence |(Cy ∩
S) ∪ (S ∩ Ry) ∪ (Ry ∩ A)|¿ 7, which implies that MA ∩ MCy = ∅. Again the fact that
|(Cy ∩ S) ∪ (S ∩ Ry) ∪ (Ry ∩ A)|¿ 7 together with the fact that |Ry ∩ A| = 1 means
that |(Cy ∩ S) ∪ (S ∩ Ry)| = 6, which implies that MCy ∩ S = ∅. Hence MCy = ∅, a
contradiction.
(3) The fact that T ⊃ A implies that A∩B=∅ and |(T∩ MA)∪(T∩S)|=|T |−|A∩T |=4.
Hence, if |B∩S|6 1, then |(T ∩ MA)∪(T ∩S)∪(B∩S)|6 5, which implies that MA∩B=∅.
So if |B ∩ S|6 1, then B is a trivial component which contradicts the assumption that
x∈W (G). Hence |B ∩ S|¿ 2.
Since |B ∩ S|¿ 2 and | MB ∩ S|¿ 2, |S ∩ T |= |S| − |B ∩ S| − | MB ∩ S|6 2.
(4) Since Ry ⊃ A, by Corollary 3(1), we conclude that Cy ∩ S = ∅.
Lemma 6. Let G be a contraction critically 6-connected graph. Then for each x∈
W (G), there is an admissible minimum component with respect to E(x).
Proof. Suppose that there is a vertex x∈W (G) and a minimum component A= {u; v}
with respect to E(x) which is not admissible. Let S=NG(A) and assume that xu∈E(G).
Since A is not admissible, there is a vertex y∈ S other than x and 6-cutset Ry of G
which contains both y and v such that |Ry ∩ S|¿ 3. Let T be 6-cutsets of G such that
xu∈E(T ). Let MA=G− (S ∪A). Let B be a fragment of G−T and let MB=G− (T ∪B).
Let Cy be a fragment of G − Ry and let MCy = G − Ry ∪ Cy.
By Lemma 5(4), we know that neither Cy∩S nor MCy∩S is empty. Since |Ry∩S|¿ 3,
without loss of generality we may assume that | MCy∩S|=1. Then Corollary 3(2) assures
us that | MCy|= | MCy∩S|=1, say MCy={z}. Then Ry=NG(z). Since x∈W (G); dG(z)=6
and | MCy| = 1, we have that x ∈ ( MCy ∪ Ry) and hence x∈Cy. Now we observe the
following Fact.
Fact. If there is a vertex y∈ S other than x such that |Ry ∩ S|¿ 3, then there is a
vertex z ∈ S such that zx ∈ E(G) and |NG(z) ∩ S|¿ 3.
Claim 1. z ∈T .
Proof. Suppose to the contrary, z ∈ T . Then z ∈B ∪ MB, so without loss of generality,
we may assume that z ∈B. Hence ( MB ∩ S) ⊂ (S − (Ry ∩ S) ∪ {x; z}). Since x ∈ Ry
and |Ry ∩ S|¿ 3, we know that |(Ry ∩ S) ∪ {x; z}|¿ 5. This inequality together with
the fact that ( MB ∩ S) ⊂ (S − (Ry ∩ S) ∪ {x; z}) implies that | MB ∩ S|6 1, which violates
Lemma 5(3).
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By Claim 1, we know that |T ∩S|¿ 2. Hence Lemma 5(3) assures us that |B∩S|=
|T ∩ S| = | MB ∩ S| = 2. Since |Ry ∩ S| = 3, without loss of generality, we may assume
that |B ∩ Ry ∩ S|= 2 and | MB ∩ Ry ∩ S|= | MB ∩ Cy ∩ S|= 1.
Claim 2. B is a minimum component with respect to E(x).
Proof. Since xu∈E(T ), it is enough to show that |B| = 2. Assume that |( MB ∩ Ry) ∪
(T ∩Ry)∪(T ∩Cy)|=6. Since ( MB∩Ry)∪(T ∩Ry)∪(T ∩Cy) contains A and | MB∩Cy∩S|
= 1, Corollary 3(2) assures us that | MB ∩ Cy|= 1 which contradicts the fact x∈W (G).
Hence |( MB∩Ry)∪(T∩Ry)∪(T∩Cy)|¿ 7. Since |T∩(Ry∪Cy)|=5 and |B∩Ry|¿ 2, we
know that |( MB∩Ry)∪(T ∩Ry)∪(T ∩Cy)|¿ 7, which implies that | MB∩Ry|= |B∩Ry|=2
and |(B∩Ry)∪ (T ∩Ry)∪ (T ∩Cy)|=7. Then since B∩Cy ∩ S= ∅, by Corollary 3(1),
we get B ∩ Cy = ∅. Hence |B|= |B ∩ Ry|= 2 and Claim 2 is proved.
Now we show that B is an admissible minimum component with respect to E(x).
Let T = {x; z; u; v; w; w′}. Then T ∩ MCy = {z}; T ∩ Ry = {u; v} and T ∩Cy = {x; w; w′}.
Note that x; z ∈ S and u; v; w; w′ ∈ S. It is enough to show that there is no vertex in
T −{x} which satis5es the condition of Fact. Since MCy={z} and x; w; w′ ∈Cy, we see
that |NG(z)∩T |= |{u; v}|=2, which means that z does not satisfy the condition. Since
ux∈E(G); u does not satisfy the condition. Since w; w′ ∈ S, we have (NG(v) ∩ T ) ⊂
{x; z; u}. Hence either vx∈E(G) or |NG(v) ∩ T |6 2, which means that v does not
satisfy the condition. Since w; w′ ∈ S, both NG(w) ∩ {u; v} and NG(w′) ∩ {u; v} are
empty, which implies |NG(w) ∩ T |6 2 and |NG(w′) ∩ T |6 2 hold. So neither w nor
w′ satis5es the condition. Now Lemma 6 is proved.
3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
In this section, we give proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a 6-connected graph which does not have a 6-contrac-
tible edge. Assume that W (G) = ∅ and let x∈W (G). By Lemma 6, we know that
there is an admissible minimum component A with respect to E(x), say A={u; v}. Let
S = NG(A) and MA= G − (S ∪ A). Assume that xu∈E(G). Choose a 6-cutset T which
contains both x and u so that |S ∩ T | is as large as possible. Let B be a fragment of
G − T and let MB = G − (T ∪ B). Since x∈W (G), we know that NG(v) ⊃ (S − {x}).
Hence, for a vertex y∈ (S −{x}), there is a 6-cutset Ry such that yv∈E(Ry). Let Cy
be a fragment of G − Ry and let MCy = G − (Ry ∪ Cy).
Hereafter we need to investigate the distribution of vertices of S. So, for convenience,
we introduce the following notation. Let sy1;1; s
y
1;2; s
y
1;3 denote |B∩ MCy ∩S|; |B∩Ry ∩S|,
and |B ∩ Cy ∩ S|, respectively and let sy2;1; sy2;2; sy2;3 denote |T ∩ MCy ∩ S|; |T ∩ Ry ∩ S|,
and |T ∩ Cy ∩ S|, respectively. Further, sy3;1; sy3;2; sy3;3 denote | MB ∩ MCy ∩ S|; | MB ∩ Ry ∩ S|,
and | MB ∩ Cy ∩ S|, respectively.
We divide our proof into two cases according to the number of vertices
in T ∩ S.
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Case 1. |T ∩ S|= 1.
By Lemma 5(3), we know that |B∩S|; | MB∩S|¿ 2. Hence without loss of generality,
we may assume that |B ∩ S|= 2 and | MB ∩ S|= 3. Let B ∩ S = {y; y′}. If x∈Ry, then
we can take Ry instead of T , which contradicts the choice of T . Hence, x ∈ Ry,
so we may assume that x∈Cy. In this situation, since |T ∩ S| = 1 and x∈Cy, we
know that sy2;1 = s
y
2;2 = 0 and s
y
2;3 = 1. Since y∈B ∩ Ry we have sy1;2¿ 1. Since A is
admissible, |Ry ∩ S| = sy1;2 + sy2;2 + sy3;2 = sy1;2 + sy3;26 2. By the assumption we know
that |B ∩ S| = sy1;1 + sy1;2 + sy1;3 = 2 and | MB ∩ S| = sy3;1 + sy3;2 + sy3;3 = 3. Corollary 3(2)
assures us that | MCy ∩ S|= sy1;1 + sy2;1 + sy3;1 = sy1;1 + sy3;1¿ 1.
Claim 1. sy1;1 = 1.
Proof. Assume that sy1;1 = 0. Then | MCy ∩ S|= sy1;1 + sy2;1 + sy3;1 = sy3;1¿ 1, which means
that MCy ∩ MB = ∅. Hence |( MCy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ MB)|¿ 6 which implies that
|(Cy∩T )∪(Ry∩T )∪(Ry∩B)|6 6. We show that B∩Cy=∅. If B∩Cy = ∅, then Corollary
3(1) assures us that sy1;3¿ 1. Hence s
y
1;3 = 1 because s
y
1;3 = |B ∩ S| − sy1;36 2− 1 = 1.
Then since (Ry∩T ) ⊃ A, Corollary 3(2) assures us that |B∩Cy|=1, which contradicts
the choice of x. Hence B ∩ Cy = ∅, which means that sy1;3 = 0 and |B ∩ S| = sy1;2 = 2.
Since MCy ∩ MB = ∅, we have | MCy ∩ T |¿ |B ∩ Ry|¿ sy1;2 = 2. Hence we know that
|( MCy∩T )∪(Ry∩T )∪(Ry∩B)|=| MCy∩T |+|Ry∩T |+|Ry∩B|¿ | MCy∩T |+|A|+|Ry∩B|¿ 6,
which implies that |(Cy ∩T )∪ (Ry ∩T )∪ (Ry ∩ MB)|6 6. On the other hand, since both
MCy ∩ MB and B ∩ Ry are not empty, MCy ∩ (B ∪ T ) = ∅ and hence | MCy|¿ 2. Then, by
Corollary 3(2), we know that |Cy ∩ S|= sy3;1¿ 2, which implies that sy3;36 1 because
sy3;1 + s
y
3;2 + s
y
3;3 =3. Hence either s
y
3;3 =0 or s
y
3;3 =1. We show that MB∩Cy=∅. Because
|(Cy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ MB)|6 6, if sy3;3 = 0, then Corollary 3(1) assures us that
MB∩Cy= ∅. If sy3;3 =1 and MB∩Cy = ∅, then Corollary 3(2) assures us that | MB∩Cy|=1,
which contradicts the choice of x. Hence we have MB ∩ Cy = ∅. Since both B ∩ Cy and
MB ∩ Cy are empty, |Cy ∩ S| = sy2;3 = 1. Then again by Corollary 3(2) we know that
|Cy|=1, which means that x∈V6(G). This contradicts the choice of x and Claim 1 is
proved.
By Claim 1, we know that MCy ∩ B ∩ S = {y′} and sy1;1 = sy1;2 = 1 and sy1;3 = 0.
Claim 2. |( MCy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ B)|= 6.
Proof. Assume that |( MCy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ B)|¿ 7. Then |(Cy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩
T )∪ (Ry ∩ MB)|6 5 and Cy ∩ MB= ∅, which implies that sy3;3 = 0. Since sy3;2 = |Ry ∩ S| −
sy1;26 2− 1= 1; sy3;1 = | MB∩ S| − (sy3;2 + sy3;3)¿ 3− 1¿ 2. So MCy ∩ MB is not empty and
|( MCy∩T )∪(Ry∩T )∪(Ry∩ MB)|¿ 6, which implies that |(Cy∩T )∪(Ry∩T )∪(Ry∩B)|6 6.
Since sy1;3 = 0, Corollary 3(1) assures us that Cy ∩ B = ∅. Hence |Cy ∩ S|= 1 and by
Corollary 3(2) we know that |Cy| = 1, which means that x∈V6(G). This contradicts
the choice of x and Claim 2 is proved.
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By Claim 2 and the fact that sy1;1 = 1, Corollary 3(2) implies that MCy ∩ B = {y′}
which means that y′ ∈V6(G) and yy′ ∈E(G).
Next we take y′ instead of y. By a similar argument we conclude that y∈V6(G).
Now we know that yy′ ∈E(H).
By de5nition, E(x)∩E(S) = ∅, i.e., NG(x)∩S = ∅, say w∈NG(x)∩S. Since x∈W (G)
and y; y′ ∈V6(G), we know that y; y′ ∈ NG(x). Hence w = y; y′ and w∈ MB ∩ S. Let
MB ∩ S = {w; z; z′}. Let Rz be a 6-cutset such that xz ∈E(Rz). Let Cz be a fragment
of G − Rz and let MCz = G − Rz ∪ Cz. If x∈Rz, then we can take Rz instead of T ,
which contradicts the choice of T . Hence, x ∈ Rz, so without loss of generality we
may assume that x∈Cz. In this situation, since |T ∩ S|= 1 and x∈Cz, we know that
sz2;1 = s
z
2;2 = 0 and s
z
2;3 = 1. Since z ∈ MB ∩ Rz we have sz3;2¿ 1 Since A is admissible,
|Rz ∩ S|= sz1;2 + sz2;2 + sz3;2 = sz1;2 + sz3;26 2. By the assumption we know that |B∩ S|=
sz1;1 + s
z
1;2 + s
z
1;3 = 2 and | MB ∩ S|= sz3;1 + sz3;2 + sz3;3 = 3. Corollary 3(2) assures us that
| MCz ∩ S|= sz1;1 + sz2;1 + sz3;1 = sz1;1 + sz3;1¿ 1.
Claim 3. sz3;1 = 1.
Proof. Since x∈ (T ∩Cz) and w∈NG(x), we know that w∈ MB∩(Rz∪Cz). This together
with the fact that z ∈ (Rz ∩ MB) implies that sz3;2 + sz3;3¿ 2. Hence sz3;1 = | MB∩ S| − (sz3;2 +
sz3;3)6 1. Assume that s
z
3;1 =0. Then, because | MRz ∩ S|6 2, we know that sz3;26 2 and
hence sz3;3¿ 1, which implies that Cz∩ MB = ∅. If |( MB∩Rz)∪ (Rz∩T )∪ (Cz∩T )|=6, we
can take ( MB∩Rz)∪(Rz∩T )∪(Cz∩T ) instead of T , which contradicts the assumption that
|T∩S|=1. Hence |( MB∩Rz)∪(Rz∩T )∪(Cz∩T )|¿ 7 and |(B∩Rz)∪(Rz∩T )∪( MCz∩T )|6 5
which implies that B ∩ MCz = ∅. Therefore sz1;1 = sz2;1 = sz3;1 = 0 and by Corollary 3(1)
we have MCz = ∅, a contradiction.
Claim 4. z′ ∈V6(G) and zz′ ∈E(G).
Proof. If sz1;1 =0, then | MCz ∩ S|= sz3;1 =1. Then, by Corollary 3(2), we have MCz = {z′}
which implies that z′ ∈V6(G) and zz′ ∈E(G). Hence it is enough to show that sz1;1 =0.
Assume that sz1;1¿ 1. Then since | MCz∩B|¿ sz1;1¿ 1; |(B∩Rz)∪(Rz∩T )∪( MCz∩T )|¿ 6,
which implies that |( MB ∩ Rz) ∪ (Rz ∩ T ) ∪ (Cz ∩ T )|6 6. If MB ∩ Cz = ∅, then we can
take ( MB∩Rz)∪ (Rz ∩ T )∪ (Cz ∩ T ) instead of T , which contradicts the assumption that
|T∩S|=1. Hence MB∩Cz=∅. Since |Cz∩ MB|¿ sz3;1=1; |( MB∩Rz)∪(Rz∩T )∪( MCz∩T )|¿ 6
and hence |(B∩Rz)∪ (Rz ∩ T )∪ (Cz ∩ T )|6 6. So if sz1;3 = 0, then |Cz ∩ S|=1, which
implies |Cz|=1 and x∈V6(G) contradicting the choice of x. If sz1;3=1, then |Cz∩B|=1.
This means that there is a vertex of degree 6 adjacent to x, which again contradicts
the choice of x. Therefore sz1;3¿ 2. This means that s
z
1;1 =0, a contradiction and Claim
4 is proved.
Next we take z′ instead of z. By a similar argument we conclude that z ∈V6(G) and
hence zz′ ∈E(H).
Now we proved that in Case 1, H [S] ⊃ 2K2.
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Case 2. |T ∩ S|= 2
In this case we can write B ∩ S = {y; y′}; MB ∩ S = {z; z′} and T ∩ S = {x; w}. Note
that in this case we do not assume that xw∈E(G). Without loss of generality we may
assume that x∈Cy; x∈Cy′ ; x∈Cz, and x∈Cz′ . By symmetry, we can concentrate
on B.
We consider two subcases. First we examine the case y′ ∈ Ry.
Subcase 2-a: Neither y′ ∈Ry nor y∈Ry′ .
In this subcase, either y′ ∈Cy or y′ ∈ MCy, and either y∈Cy′ or y∈ MCy′ . So there are
four possibilities, however we will show that one of them does not occur.
Claim 5. If y′ ∈Cy, then w∈V6(G); wy∈E(G) and wy′ ∈ E(G).
Proof. Assume that y′ ∈Cy, then MCz∩B∩S=∅; Rz∩B∩S={y} and Cz∩B∩S={y′},
namely sy1;1=0; s
y
1;2=s
y
1;3=1. If |(B∩Ry)∪(Ry∩T )∪(Cy∩T )|=6, then by Lemma 3(2),
Cz∩B={y′} which contradicts the choice of x. Hence |(B∩Ry)∪(Ry∩T )∪(Cy∩T )|¿ 7,
so |( MB∩Ry)∪(Ry∩T )∪( MCy∩T )|6 5 which implies that MCy∩ MB=∅ and sy3;1=0. Since
x∈Cy; |S∩T ∩Cy|=sy2;3¿ 1. Hence sy2;1= |S∩T |−(sy2;2+sy2;3)6 2−1=1. Therefore,
since MCy ∩ S = ∅, we get | MCy ∩ S|= sy1;1 + sy2;1 + sy3;1 = 1. By Corollary 3(2), we know
that MCy = MCy ∩ S = {w} which implies w∈V6(G); wy∈E(G) and wy′ ∈ E(G). Now
Claim 5 is proved.
By a similar argument, we conclude that if y∈Cy′ , then w∈V6(G); wy′ ∈E(G)
and wy ∈ E(G).
Hence we see that the case that y′ ∈Cy and y∈Cy′ does not occur.
Claim 6. If y′ ∈ MCy, then y′ ∈V6(G) and yy′ ∈E(G).
Proof. Since MCy∩B∩S={y′}, if |( MCy∩T )∪(Ry∩T )∪(Ry∩B)|=6, then Lemma 3(2)
assures us that y′ ∈V6(G) and yy′ ∈E(G). Hence it is enough to show that |( MCy∩T )∪
(Ry ∩T )∪ (Ry ∩B)|=6. Suppose to the contrary, |( MCy ∩T )∪ (Ry ∩T )∪ (Ry ∩B)|¿ 7,
which implies that Ry ∩ MB = ∅. Since sy3;1 + sy3;2 = 2 and sy3;2 = |Ry ∩ S| − sy1;26 1,
we know that sy3;1¿ 1 which implies that |( MCy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ MB)|¿ 6 and
|(Cy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ B)|6 6. Since sy1;3 = 0, by Corollary 3(1), we know that
B∩Cy=∅. If w ∈ T ∩Cy, then |Cy∩S|=1 and Corollary 3(2) assures us that Cy={x}
which means that x∈V6(G) contradicting to the choice of x. Hence w∈T ∩Cy. Then
|T ∩ Cy|¿ 2, which together with the fact that |( MCy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ MB)|¿ 6
implies that |( MCy ∩ T )∪ (Ry ∩ T )∪ (Ry ∩ B)|6 6. This contradicts the assumption and
Claim 6 is proved.
By a similar argument, we conclude that if y∈ MCy′ , then y∈V6(G) and yy′
∈E(G).
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We summarize these results in the following table.
y′ ∈Cy y′ ∈ MCy
y∈Cy′ Does not occur wy′ ∈E(H) and y ∈ W (G)
y∈ MCy′ wy∈E(H) and y′ ∈ W (G) yy′ ∈E(H)
By symmetry, we get the following table.
z′ ∈Cz z′ ∈ MCz
z ∈Cz′ Does not occur wz′ ∈E(H) and z ∈ W (G)
z ∈ MCz′ wz ∈E(H) and z′ ∈ W (G) zz′ ∈E(H)
From these tables, we conclude that if y′ ∈ Ry; y ∈ Ry′ ; z′ ∈ Rz and z ∈ Rz′ , then
either
(i) yy′; zz′ ∈E(H), or (ii) W (G) ∩ S = {x} and H [S ∩ V6(G)] ⊃ K2 + K1 holds.
Next we examine the case that y′ ∈Ry.
Subcase 2-b: y′ ∈Ry.
In this subcase (B∩Ry ∩ S) ⊃ {y; y′}. Since |B∩ S|= sy1;1 + sy1;2 + sy1;3 = 2, we know
that sy1;2 = 2 and s
y
1;1 = s
y
1;3 = 0. Since |Ry ∩ S|6 2, we also know that sy2;2 = sy3;2 = 0.
We show that w∈V6(G); wy; wy′ ∈E(G) and wz; wz′ ∈ E(G).
Claim 7. w ∈ Cy.
Proof. Assume that w∈Cy which means that {x; w} ⊂ (T ∩ Cy ∩ S). Since |T ∩ S|=
sy2;1+s
y
2;2+s
y
2;3=2, we see that s
y
2;3=2 and s
y
2;1=s
y
2;2=0. Then, since | MCy∩S|=sy1;1+sy2;1+
sy3;1¿ 1 and s
y
1;1 = s
y
2;1 =0, we have s
y
3;1¿ 1 which implies that MCy ∩ MB = ∅. Moreover,
since Ry ∩B is not empty, MCy ∩ (B∪T ) = ∅. This together with the fact that MCy ∩ MB =
∅ implies that | MCy|¿ 2. Hence, by Lemma 3(2), we have that | MCy ∩ S| = sy3;1¿ 2.
Now we know that sy1;2 = s
y
2;3 = s
y
3;1 = 2 and s
y
i; j = 0 if (i; j) = (1; 2); (2; 3); (3; 1).
Since | MCy ∩ MB|¿ sy3;1¿ 2; |( MCy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ ( MB ∩ Ry)|¿ 6. This implies that
|(B∩Ry)∪ (Ry ∩ T )∪ (Cy ∩ T )|= |(B∩Ry)∪ (Ry ∩ T )∪ ( MCy ∩ T )|= |( MB∩Ry)∪ (Ry ∩
T )∪(Cy∩T )|=6 because |B∩Ry|¿ sy1;2=2, |Cy∩T |¿ sy2;3=2 and |Ry∩T |¿ |A|=2.
Since sy1;1 = s
y
1;3 = s
y
3;3 = 0, Corollary 3(1) assures us that B∩ MCy =B∩Cy = MB∩Cy = ∅
which means that both |B|= |B ∩ Ry|= 2 and |Cy|= |Cy ∩ T |= 2.
Now we know that B = {y; y′}, Cy = {x; w} and T ∩ Ry = A = {u; v}. Let Ry ∩
MB= {a; b}. Since |B|= |Cy|= 2 and x∈W (G) ∩ T ∩ Cy; G[{u; v; x; w; y; y′}] ∼= K6 and
ax; aw; bx; bw∈E(G). Let Q be a 6-cutset such that ax∈E(Q). Let D be a fragment
of G − Q and let MD = G − Q ∪ D. Since NG(x) ⊂ NG(w) ∪ {w}, neither w∈D nor
w∈ MD which means that w∈Q. Since |Q − {x; a; w}| = 3; (D ∪ MD) ∩ {y; y′; u; v} =
∅. Without loss of generality we may assume that D ∩ {y; y′; u; v} = ∅. Then since
G[{u; v; x; w; y; y′}] ∼= K6, we know that Q ∪ D ⊃ {u; v; x; w; y; y′; a}. Hence b∈ MD
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because NG(x) ∩ MD = ∅. Now Q ⊃ Cy and | MD ∩ Ry| = 1, we can apply Corollary
3(2) on this situation and we conclude that MD= MD∩ S = {b}, which means b∈V6(G).
This together with the fact that bx∈E(G) contradicts the choice of x and Claim 7 is
proved.
Since sy2;2 = 0, Claim 7 assures us that w∈ MCy.
Claim 8. sy3;1 = 0.
Proof. Assume that sy3;1¿ 1, say z ∈ MB∩ MCy. Then |( MCy∩T )∪ (Ry∩T )∪ ( MB∩Ry)|¿ 6
and |(B ∩ Ry) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ (Cy ∩ T )|6 6. Hence B ∩ Cy = ∅ since sy1;3 = 0. Since
|( MCy ∩ T ) ∪ (Ry ∩ T ) ∪ ( MB ∩ Ry)|¿ 6 and sy1;2 = 2, we see that |( MB ∩ Ry) ∪ (Ry ∩
T ) ∪ (Cy ∩ T )|6 6. If sy3;3 = 0, then Corollary 3(1) assures us that MB ∩ Cy = ∅ which
implies that |Cy ∩ S| = 1; Cy = Cy ∩ S = {x} and x∈V6(G), a contradiction. Hence
sy3;3 = 1, however in this situation again Corollary 3(2) assures us that MB ∩ Cy = {z′}.
Hence z′ ∈V6(G) and xz′ ∈E(G) which contradicts the choice of x. Now Claim 8 is
proved.
Since sy3;2 = 0, Claim 8 assures us that {z; z′} ⊂ MB ∩ Cy. Further we observe that
| MCy∩S|=sy1;1+sy2;1+sy3;1=1. Hence, by Corollary 3(2), we know that MCy= MCy∩S={w}
which means that w∈V6(G).
Now we conclude that if y′ ∈Ry, then w∈V6(G); wy; wy′ ∈E(G) and wz; wz′ ∈
E(G). Note that the facts w∈V6(G) and wy; wy′ ∈E(G) means that neither y nor y′
is contained in W (G).
By symmetry, if z′ ∈Rz, then w∈V6(G); wz; wz′ ∈E(G) and wy; wy′ ∈ E(G). Hence
we know that the case that y′ ∈Ry and z′ ∈Rz does not occur.
Taking into account the results in Subcases 2-a and 2-b, we 5nally get the following
table:
y∈Ry′ y′ ∈ MRy and y ∈ MRy′
z ∈Rz′ Does not occur w∈V6(G); yy′ ∈E(H)
z; z′ ∈ W (G)
z′ ∈ Rz w∈V6(G); zz′ ∈E(H) One of the following hold:
and y; y′ ∈ W (G) (i) yy′; zz′ ∈E(H)
z ∈ MRz′ (ii) W (G) ∩ S = {x} and
H [S ∩ V6(G)] ⊃ K2 + K1
From this table, we observe that either (1) H [S∩V6(G)] ⊃ 2K2 or (2) W (G)∩S={x}
and H [S ∩ V6(G)] ⊃ K2 ∪ K1 holds. Now the proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
Proof of Theorem 2. To prove Theorem 2, we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 7. Let G; H; W (G); x and S be as in Theorem 1, and suppose that the
conclusion of Theorem 1(2) hold. Then |NG(u) ∩ S|6 3 for any u∈ (S − V6(G)).
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Proof. Let u be a vertex in S − V6(G). Theorem 1 assures us that |NG(x) ∩ S|6 3.
So we may suppose that u = x. Let B; MB; w be as in the proof of Theorem 1, Case
2. By the proof of Theorem 1, we know that if the conclusion of Theorem 1(2) hold,
then w∈V6(G). Hence we may assume that u = w, which means that u is contained
either in B or MB. If u∈B, then |NG(u)∩ S|6 |S| − |{u}| − |S ∩ MB|= 6− 1− 2 = 3. By
symmetry, if u∈ MB, then |NG(u) ∩ S|6 3. Now Lemma 7 is proved.
Lemma 8. Let G be a 6-connected graph which does not have a 6-contractible edge.
Let x and y be vertices in W (G). Let Ax and Ay be admissible minimum components
with respect to E(x) and E(y), respectively, which satisfy the conclusion of Theorem
1. Then either Ax = Ay or Ax ∩ Ay = ∅.
Proof. Assume that Ax = Ay and Ax ∩ Ay = ∅, say Ax = {ux; v} and Ay = {uy; v}. Let
Sx=NG(Ax); MAx=G−Sx∪Ax and Sy=NG(Ay). Then we observe that Ax∩Ay={v}; Ax∩
Sy={ux} and Ay∩Sx={uy}. Since |(Ay∩Sx)∪(Sx∩Sy)∪(Ax∩Sy)|¿ |NG(v)|=dG(v),
we have |Sx ∩ Sy|¿dG(v) − |Ay ∩ Sx| − |Ax ∩ Sy| = dG(v) − 2. If dG(v) = 7, then
|Sx ∩ Sy|= dG(v)− 2= 5 and Sx ∩ MAx = ∅ which implies MAx = ∅, a contradiction. Hence
we have dG(v)=6 and |Sx∩Sy|=dG(v)−2=4. Since |Ay∩V6(G)|6 1 and v∈V6(G),
we know that uy ∈ V6(G) and hence NG(uy) ⊃ Sy. In this situation, since x; y∈W (G)
we know that xv; yv ∈ E(G) and hence x; y ∈ Sx ∩ Sy. Since NG(x)∩ Sx = ∅ and xuy ∈
E(G), x has a neighbor in Sx∩Sy. This means that |Sx∩V6(G)|6 3 and the conclusion
of Theorem 1(2) holds. Hence, by Lemma 7, we have |NG(uy) ∩ Sx|6 3. However,
since NG(uy) ⊃ Sy, we observe that |NG(uy)∩Sx|¿ |Sy ∩Sx|=4, a contradiction. Now
Lemma 8 is proved.
Now we give a proof of Theorem 2.
Let G be a 6-connected graph which does not have a 6-contractible edge. If W (G)=
∅, then |V (G)| = |NG(V6(G)) ∪ V6(G)|6 |NG(V6(G))| + |V6(G)|6 7|V6(G)| and the
conclusion of Theorem 2 holds.
Assume W (G) = ∅ and let H =G[V6(G)]. Then by Theorem 1, for each x∈W (G),
we can select an admissible minimum component Ax with respect to E(x) such that
either (1) |E(Sx) ∩ E(H)|= 2 or (2) |Sx ∩W (G)|= 1 and |E(Sx) ∩ E(H)|¿ 1 holds.
Let Sx=NG(Ax). If (1) hold, then |E(Sx)∩E(H)|¿ 2 and |Sx∩W (G)|6 2. If (2) hold,
|E(Sx)∩E(H)|¿ 1 and |Sx∩W (G)|=1. Hence in both (1) and (2) |E(Sx)∩E(H)|¿ |Sx∩
W (G)| hold. Let e=yy′ ∈E(Sx)∩E(H). Then we observe that |EG({y}; Ax)|=2. This
fact and Lemma 8 imply that e is contained in at most 2 selected 6-cutsets. This means
that |W (G)|6 2|E(H)|. Therefore |V (G)|= |V6(G)∪NG(V6(G))∪W (G)|6 |V6(G)|+
|NG(V6(G))|+|W (G)|6 |V6(G)|+
∑
u∈V6(G)(6−dH (u))+|W (G)|=7|V6(G)|−2|E(H)|+
|W (G)|6 7|V6(G)|.
Now Theorem 2 is proved.
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